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Features & Benefits
Brief Introduction 

Pedestrian fencing is an effective way to keep pedestrians safe from streams of cars in high-traffic 

areas and busy streets and guide people to where they are expected in case of major events.

Any type of pedestrian fencing should be of high quality to perform its crucial role. That’s why many 

customers trust SKYHALL® Fence as their pedestrian fence supply.

The mesh structure is simple, elegant, durable, convenient for transportation, loading and

unloading, and the installation is not limited by topographic relief.

This type of pedestrian fencing is designed to be fixed by clamps. With the corresponding accessories 

and instruction, fence installation will be a piece of cake for you.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

PEDESTRAIN FENCE 
(CLAMP TYPE)

Manage Pedestrian Flow Successfully and 

Make Effective Protection.



FITTINGS

PANEL HEIGHT PANEL WIDTH WIRE THICKNESS MESH SIZE POST SIZE POST THICKNESS TYPE

1486

1686

1886

PEDESTRAIN FENCE (CLAMP TYPE)

PANEL POST

SURFACE TREATMENT
PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HEAVY DUTY HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED

2000
2200
2500

6.00/5.00
8.00/6.00

200*50
200*60

60*60
60*80

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

METAL CLAMP

PVC RAIN CAP

http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

Special treatment of M-bending is applied to the metal fence, thus 

increasing the transverse strength of pedestrian fencing to a large 

degree.

Pedestrian fencing can be used to guide pedestrians to the safe points 

to cross the road, to control human traffic during major events, and to 

mark separate queuing areas. In short, where there is human traffic 

management, there is pedestrian fencing.

Unlike traditional stiff metal fences, this pedestrian fence is designed 

with an arc top, therefore highly enhancing its beauty meanwhile adding 

art decorations to your projects. The special design is quite popular 

among the Middle East, especially in Qatar and UAE.

All colors are available here for pedestrian fencing, however, the Dark 

Green of RAL6005 is highly recommended as it’s quite popular among 

our customers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    

+86 311 8610 2039

www.skyhallfence.com 050800

info@skyhallfence.com
22#A4, #2 YUANBOYUAN STREET,HI-TECH FREE ZONE,
ZHENGDING, HEBEI, CHINA

+86 132 3111 6517

Get to us via multiple ways

M-BENDING

TOP ARC DESIGN

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

AVAILABLE COLORS

SKYHALL  Fence

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.
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